SALUMET – 9th August 2010
Lilian: Welcome to you Salumet.
Good evening.
All: Good evening.
Firstly, my dear friends, let us welcome back the
one who has been absent for a little while—
absent only in the physical, but not spiritually,
because, as you know, once connection has
been made with us, then it is never broken. This
applies to all those who are not here this
evening, also. You all, my dear friends, have
become a spiritual union, a union that has
become strengthened as time has continued. For
this we ask many blessings that you may go
forward and continue to grow individually, in
the most spiritual way that you can. Each one of
you has, no doubt, given thought to your own
mortality upon this Earth, and of course, that is
only human, but let me tell you, my dear friends,
that this spiritual union will always form in times
to come—that joining cannot be broken.
This time, I do not intend to speak with you too
long, because as you know, there are many close
by who are waiting to inspire you, to help you,
to guide you, and unless you give of your time—
they strive, on occasions, to get each one of you
in that quiet time. So you see when the
opportunity is there for them, they cannot let it
pass by. So this evening, my dear friends, you
will, I am sure, feel an ‘overshadowment’ of
your spirit friends, who wish to come close to
you to offer you guidance along your pathway,
in order for you to continue growing. I will
answer any questions you may have, and then I
will leave you in the most capable hands of our
dear lady friend. Have you any questions this
time?
Lilian: George?
George: Yes—I’m sure we have. Firstly, I’d like to
say that we’ve had a reply back from Australia,
following our latest transcript, and the person
concerned has been reading quite avidly, and has
quoted your words, Salumet, back to me—from a
previous occasion—so that is rather nice. I
thought I’d like to mention that.
Yes, I did tell you there would be many links in
other parts of your world on subjects we touch
upon, and this, my dear friend, I am sure you
have found to be so.
George: It is happening, yes (yes). I expect you
know already, but I felt I’d like to mention it,
none the less.

And I give thanks to you for it. I am always
happy to hear the words expressed, because I
come to you, to speak with you with your
Earthly words and it fills me with great joy to
hear you use those Earthly words, especially
words of great love and comfort which you do
each time you come together—each time you
send your thoughts for those dear people in
much need for healing. If only you could realise
the joy that it brings, not only to me who is a
voice, but to those who stand close by you.
(Yes indeed, a light-being comes to us as a voice,
as distinct from those Earthly spirits who have
form and stand close)
George: That’s a good thought. Another we’ve
heard back from—has mentioned one named Luis
Fernando, a South American gentleman who also
has had extra-terrestrial communication, and has
written books about it. It’s nice to know that this
is also happening on the other side of our world,
and we have spoken about—I think it’s called:
‘multi-dimensional doorways’. We have spoken
about this in relation to the ‘Bermuda Triangle’—
and a multi-dimensional doorway being there—
and, I think you said on that occasion that there
are a number of such doorways about our planet
(yes). And in connection with Louis Fernando’s
work, there would appear to be one—the preIncan ‘doorway of the sun’, near Lake Titicaca—
that would seem to be another one. Would you
wish to speak at all on this? Are you able to
confirm any of this to us?
I will confirm only that there are many of these
‘doorways’, as you put it simply. There is much
still for your men of the Earth to learn, and at
this particular time, it is not necessary for us to
enter into the complexity of the universes. It is
enough, my dear friends, that the knowledge is
reaching people who are ready to receive—that
is what is important. The fact that you can join
together, and compare—I believe you would say
‘notes’, on these things is sufficient for this time.
George: Yes, it’s certainly nice to be able to
compare notes in this way.
Yes, but again, it is confirmation of the words we
have brought to you (yes). Yes, that is the
important issue.
George: There has also been mention of
connection to the Great White Brotherhood. I
imagine this is a human word (yes). And I have
come across references to the White
Brotherhood or Great White Brotherhood several

times recently in my reading, and it would appear
to be a much evolved group—I think way beyond
Earth evolution (yes) and they are working for the
good of the galaxy—our galaxy.
There has to, my friend, be those who are
concerned with the well-being of many different
planets (yes)—how else would it work?—how
else would this Great Creative Force come into
being, unless there were those advanced beings
within all of creation?
George: Yes, and there seem to be various
categories or groups of advanced beings (yes)—
there those from angelic realms, such as
yourself—
We have discussed this before—of course the
angelic beings are of the higher order, but this is
not something I wish to enter into with you at
this time.
George: And this Great White Brotherhood would
seem to be a different order (yes) working to the
same good.
It is a name that has been given to some of
mankind in order for them to move forward and
grow. Many names are given, but names are
irrelevant, it is the purpose behind them that is
of importance.
George: Another group which has been described
as attached to or part of the White Brotherhood
is the Ashtar Galactic Command (as referred to in
previous transcript), and this is a group with
spaceships, and I think there have been many
observations of their lights in the sky—
There are many ‘goings on’ in and around your
world. I have brought to you our dear friend
Bonniol (yes), for you all to experience the mind
connection.
George: Yes, we are all so grateful for that!
Yes—that was to demonstrate to you that these
things are possible. There is much that goes on
that men in your world will dispute, will deny, or
will accept and believe.
George: True—but a big factor today is that it is
getting onto the Internet (yes), so that people
can now use the Internet, and make up their own
minds.
And use their minds to decide (yes)—that is the
purpose. You can name many, many groups that
are given to mediums on this Earth plane, but,
my dear friends, it is the purpose behind their
being that is important. That is my message to
you: You take what you can, ou accept what you

can, and you refute that which does not sit
comfortably with you.
George: Yes, the great thing is to use our minds
and to be of open mind (yes!).
Sarah: Because the truth doesn’t change—it’s
only us that’s going to change.
Yes—and what you do with that truth.
Remember, the human makeup can be
responsible for much twisting of words (yes). So,
I would say only to you, my dear friends, that
which I have always said: accept only what is
acceptable to you—and that includes my own
words—
George: Which we accept so readily!
Sarah: We don’t have any problem accepting your
words, I must say, Salumet!
Lilian: No it’s strange how we’ve accepted all of
what you’ve said, actually, and the same with
accepting Bonniol.
Because you were ready for the truth—but one
man’s truth, is not another’s.
So now, my dear friends, I will leave you. I will
take my leave at this time, and allow those close
to you to come even closer.
George: And let me thank you, Salumet for such a
wonderful feeling of unity with us this evening.
There is great unity, there is a great stillness,
there is a great love, which comes from this
room, and I feel it is so this time. So as I leave
you, my dear friends, I give my thanks and my
love to you all.
All: Thank you very much!
George: We are moved by your words on that.
Thank you.
George’s Notes:
1. Salumet’s quotation: It was in fact during
our teacher’s very first visit to us: “We are
reaching the point where your world will
... WILL be a better place. Do not doubt
these words. It may seem that cannot be
so. I am here to say—it will be—WILL
BE!” He had then added: “We have much
to teach you.” A prophetic statement
indeed, made in 1994!
2. Gateway of the Sun: This is situated at
Tiwanaku, Bolivia, near the southern shore
of Lake Titicaca (a lake 3,825m above sea
level). The gateway is a monolith, carved
from a single stone block, 3m high by 4m
wide and estimated to weigh 10-tons.
Above the opening is a carved figure
known as ‘The Staff God’.

3. Helping Groups: Whilst Salumet does not
wish to go into detail, he acknowledges
that there are indeed such groups as have
been mentioned who watch over Earthly
progress, which is nicely reassuring. And
our teacher goes on to confirm that there
are many ‘goings on’ around our planet.
4. Multi-dimensional Doorways: Our
understanding cannot as yet grasp
differing time dimensions. On a previous
occasion, Salumet confirmed for us the
existence of the Bermuda Triangle and the
‘disappearances’ at that location. He
described it as ‘travelling to another
dimension of time’, indicating that it is
possible to travel thus either using
spiritual mind or physically. The work of
Carlos Castaneda was also brought into
that discussion, and we learned that
whereas the ‘time slipping’ of Carlos
Castaneda was meant, the Bermuda
Triangle disappearances are not
intended—that is the essential difference.
Salumet also suggested to us that rather
than think of this as ‘dimensions of time’,
we might think of it as ‘a transmutation of
energy’ (energy of space-time?). Whilst we
still do not have the understanding of this,
it is perhaps nevertheless satisfying to
know that these things have real
significance and may be discussed—even
with our very limited knowledge. And this
seems preferable to being simply
dismissive of all matters relating to
dimensions of time, multidimensional
doorways and the various ‘complexities of
universes’.
5. Luis Fernando’s work: Chris, one of our
readers, drew our attention to LF, and he
has actually met the gentleman. Thank
you Chris! LF’s work runs along different
lines to our own experiences. It seems that
he has had physical encounters with ETguides from the age of 13. He shares his
experiences with many others and has
written and published five books. He is a
part of the great Earth-awakening
movement of present times. And it would
appear that the multi-dimensional
doorway at Tiwanaku has been
instrumental in facilitating some of his
encounters.

Book: “Runa Antilis – The Magical Base of
Los Andes”. L. F. Mostajo Maertens.
And according to the written word, there
were also parallel happenings in much
earlier times—Emanuel Swedenborg, who
wrote much about his encounters—and
the Apocryphal Book of Enoch tells of
Enoch’s encounters with ‘The Watchers’.

